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Abstract. In this paper, the population ontology problem is addressed and a 
semiautomatic methodology for ontology learning is proposed. In this work a 
study of advances in this research area is presented, which is divided according 
with the aim of the ontology and the class extraction, creation, or population. 
Based on this study, an initial proposal for ontology semiautomatic population 
is introduced. This initial proposal consists of four general steps: class extrac-
tion, creation, population and evaluation, where the population step is the main 
objective of this research. As future work, this methodology is intended to be 
applied to pedagogic domain, specially to classroom learning tools.  

Keywords: Ontology learning, Semiautomatic population, Pedagogy domain, 
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1 Introduction 

In recent years, the available information has increased exponentially; thus, infor-
mation science researchers propose strategies to develop processes and generate an-
swers according to the user requirements in Information Processing Systems (IPS) 
[1]. The classic techniques of information retrieval cannot resolve problems like 
heterogeneity and ambiguity of web information. It is necessary to develop new 
semantics approaches to improve actual research, for example ontologies. 

Ontologies can be used for purposes such as structure knowledge in taxonomies, 
vocabulary manage, natural language processing applications, searches, recommenda-
tion systems, and e-learning among others [2, 3, 4]. Ontologies can model interaction 
systems between users and their environment, since to its property to manage 
complex knowledge in reusable formal representations. 

Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization. Their 
classes, relationships, constraints and axioms define a common vocabulary to share 
knowledge [5]. The ontology construction process can be manual or automatic, if it is 
automatic, the process is called “Ontology learning” and include: relevant 
terminology acquisition, synonyms extraction, concepts formation, hierarchical 
organization of elements,  relationships learning, properties, attributes, with their rank 
and domain, hierarchical organization of relationships, instantiation of schema 
axioms, and arbitrary axioms definition [6]. In the manual construction process, a 
domain expert is necessary for model formalization; but generally, it is difficult to 
transmit their knowledge and the proper way to formalize it [7]. Ontology population 
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is carried out in the previously defined last steps; these steps look for identifying 
instances of non-taxonomic relationships and properties of ontology classes. A 
generic methodology for automatic population include candidate instances 
identification using natural language processing techniques, classifier construction 
with machine learning and information extraction and new instances classification [8]. 

In this paper the population ontology problem is addressed and a semiautomatic 
methodology for ontology learning is outlined; for experiments, the pedagogic do-
main will be used. The article is organized in 4 sections following described. Section 
2 introduces the population problem as well as the relevance to the selected domain. 
Section 3 presents an analysis about the related works, this section is divided in 
extraction features, creation and population subsections. Finally, section 4 presents 
conclusions and a general description about the proposed methodology. 

2 Research Problem 

The ontology construction process can be performed in a semiautomatic or automatic 
way from a set of initial data, which can be a text corpus in natural language. An 
automatic process involves artificial intelligence techniques and not human interven-
tion, the semi-automatic process involves the human intervention in any process step.  
The idea is to start from a set of texts and relate their grammatical features with 
ontological entities. This relationship can be not flexible; however, there are excep-
tions where Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques allow achieving a good 
texts representation through ontologies. 

Currently, the ontology creation process is a critical process, which can be done 
manually but involves much time and resources, on the other hand, works about 
population process use specific domains and manual evaluation. Thus, in the present 
research a methodology for semi-automatic population of ontologies is outlined.  

The main objective is to design an ontology in the pedagogical domain and then, to 
propose a methodology for its semi-automatic population using NLP techniques in 
unstructured texts. In the creation and population stages, it is necessary to use a 
specific domain for implementing the methodology and carrying out evaluation 
metrics; therefore, the pedagogical domain is used for initial experiments. 

In researchers about this domain, the authors present manual ontologies, and the 
focus is in creation, not in population process. Figure 1 shows a Venn diagram 
including main works revised being divided according to the ontology focus: applied 
to e-learning or classroom classes. Also the figure presents concepts in a specific 
topic or as a tool to facilitate the learning process among lecturer and students. 

The proposed work is in the dark area (intersection between face to face domain 
and ontology building as a tool). This last area is addressed in most of the works, but 
always using a manual construction, thus, the research takes relevance in the proposal 
of a semiautomatic approach. In section 3, scientific literature about semiautomatic 
population is discussed. 
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3 Related Work

Figure 2 relates research topics, besides the techniques and methods used in each 
stage. The works are presented 
each paper of the others subsections.
 

3.1 Class Extraction

Ontologies for the Use of digital learning Resources a
Line (OURAL) project 
disciplines (educational science, computer science, and cognitive psychology) 
building e-learning services. The authors present the 
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niques in unstructured texts about learning situation. Educational domain was also 
analyzed in [10], but its application was into Chinese language. 

 Others works like [11] present methods for semi-automatic class extraction using a 
database of Spanish verbs, diathesis alternations and syntactic-semantic schemes 
(ADESSE tool) [12], where the semantic extracted patterns are the classes. This 
methodology was applied in educational domain and replicated in financial domain in 
[13]; in both works, the class extraction was completed with the domain expert 
opinion. A method for class extraction using linguistic patterns and NLP metrics such 
as morphological labeling is presented in a recent research [14]. 

3.2 Ontology Creation 

Table 1 summarizes the work done, in conjunction with the domain used in addition 
to the construction method. 

 Table 1. Researches on ontologies creation 

Method Domain 

 [15]   Painters biographies  
 [16]  Technical and medical texts 
Automatic [17]   FIFA 
 [7]   EOLSS Collection 
 [18]   News about the basic level education 
 [19]   Material for teaching English 
 [20]   Online Course Manuals 
 [2]    Computing 
 [21]  Online education 
Manual [22]  Software engineering courses 
 [23]  Courses offered by a university 
 [24]  Intelligence Levels 
 [25]  Books for level K12 
 [26]  E-learning 

 
Artequackt project, a system of biographies according to the user parameters, is 

presented in [15]; it is a pilot test where the ontology was created automatically using 
WordNet tool (https://wordnet.princeton.edu/). Others works such as [16] and [17] 
show building process using episode extraction in an unstructured texts domain, the 
authors use International Federation of Association Football (FIFA) news and also use 
information retrieval techniques (precision and recall) for evaluation. A new 
methodology to automatically build ontologies from Spanish unstructured texts is 
proposed in [13], the authors describe three stages: concepts search, relations extrac-
tions and ontology construction process. Finally, [7] presents a similar approach than 
[13] but with a deep semantic analysis (multilingual scenarios); the authors use 
anaphora resolution techniques, clustering and extraction of lexical-syntactic patterns. 
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The research which report ontologies manually constructed is based in the domain 
and evaluation, since the domain used for this proposal, mainly analyzes the works in 
pedagogical domain. [18] and [4] present an ontology for event recognition using 
2000 papers about news in the academic life; the authors use pattern extraction and 
information retrieval metrics.  

For improving the classroom learning, authors such as [19] and [25] have proposed 
techniques based on ontologies. In [19] an ontology for interaction between students 
and teachers for English language teaching is introduced. On the other hand, [25] 
proposes an ontology for the internet learning process. In both works is defined an 
ontology for each entity in the learning process, and the evaluation is conducted with 
a manual process supervised for domain experts. Other researchers are focused on 
online education ([20], [2], [21] and recently [26]) where ontologies are manually 
defined from XML resources available in the Internet, and the evaluation is a manual 
process too. An ontology created from CASE diagrams for on-line education is 
presented in [22]; its evaluation is addressed by experts in a manual process. 

There are works such as [24] focused on automatic learning; in this paper, an 
ontology based on the Internet of Things used in a classroom is created, considering 
the student intelligences. The ontology creation process from the courses information 
offered in advanced levels is explained in [23], where students can choose courses 
according with their academic background. Both works present the structure, infor-
mation, and hierarchy of the classes in a manual way. 

3.3 Population 

Works reported in literature used an automatic or semi-automatic approach. Table 2 
shows them and domains where they were applied.  

Table 2. Works on ontologies population 

Method Domain 

 [27] Google text snippets 
 [28] Biomedical 
Automatic [29] Independent 
 [8] Legal and Tourism 
 [6] Academic Profiles 
 [4] Scientific papers 
 [18] Scientific papers 
Semi automatic [30] Geographical locations 
 [31] E-learning SCORM 
 [3] Independent 

 
A method for ontologies population using Google snippets is proposed in [27], the 

research is based on manual patterns for class assignment and relations, these patterns 
are consulted at Google where they are analyzed for obtaining new instances. Another 
method for automated population is proposed in [28], the methodology combines 
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traditional linguistic analysis and technologies for the extraction of textual 
knowledge; it is based on contextual distance and knowledge gained with semantic 
roles. 

A different work in automatic population is present in [29], where an automatic 
unsupervised model is created, and for implementation the authors use texts from the 
Wikipedia tourism domain. The tourism domain and legal corpus were used in [8] for 
introducing a generic process as automatic population. In these works are used tech-
niques such as grammatical features extraction, named entities, morphological tagger 
and queries evaluation using WordNet with precision and recall. The academic pro-
files are explored in [6], where the authors carry out automatic population using 
curriculums and Spanish papers abstracts; they use a gold built for domain experts in 
evaluation step. 

For semiautomatic approaches, some works uses domain experts too and NLP 
techniques. A system for semiautomatic population of unstructured text is presented 
in [4] and [18], in this paper supervised learning with Marmot, Crystal and Badger 
tools is applied. A weakly supervised approach is described in [30], where a manual 
analysis is used to generate a syntactic model, and information retrieval metrics for 
evaluation step. A related research is worked in [31], where hyponymy and hypernym 
are evaluated by validating and verifying ontological relationships in a restricted do-
main. A question answering Web system is described in [3], this system combines 
multiple knowledge bases and a NLP parser for transforming queries in Protocol and 
RDF Query Language (SPARQL). 

The most of research carried out in 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 is based on domain experts in 
creation or evaluation steps, the works related to automatic approach focus on 
creation but not population. This analysis is relevant for the proposed research, since 
any method for population task is feasible in pedagogical domain and the creation 
step is manual. For evaluation step, it is necessary to analyze different metrics, such 
as, accuracy, precision and recall, which have been used by several researchers. 

4 Conclusions  

This paper addressed the ontology population problem and recent topics related to. 
The population is carried out in manual or automatic process, but only a few papers 
deal with automatic or semiautomatic creation and population issue. A four steps pro-
posal in semi-automatic population is ongoing:  
-Preprocessing: Considers the corpus creation from pedagogical documents follows 
by the classes extraction using NLP and information retrieval techniques. 
-Creation: The ontology system creation by a semiautomatic approach comprises 
three single ontologies: learning styles, multiple intelligences and teaching learning 
strategies. 
-Population: Use of NLP techniques and semantic analysis. 
-Evaluation: Time, consistency and domain will be evaluated. 
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As a future work, the proposed methodology will be implemented in the initial do-
main, but the idea is to extend it to obtain a general methodology applicable to other 
pedagogy domains. 
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